NON-CARCINOGENIC, NEW TECHNOLOGY; ECO WET CLEAN ® ECOLOGICAL DRY CLEANING

Eco Wet Clean ® dry cleaning; as a result of a three-year r & d work, Professional Wet Clean machine
and Environmental Chemicals, silk, woolen and delicate textile products and even leather products, we
were able to do cleaning without disturbing in any way.
Wet Clean approved, CE and TSE certified machines in our company, we use since about 2006. Wet
into dry cleaning Clean system, known as terms of wool, silk, fur, leather, suede, wedding dresses,
evening dresses clothes no problem with it, as soon as possible and better way.
Eco Wet Clean ®, used since the early 90 's in developed countries is completely healthy,
environmentally-conscious system. Washing and squeezing, with a mixture of Special machinery and
Ecological chemical.Wet Clean programs is different from the woolly, filigreed, satins in programs
separately. Eco Wet Clean ® system, machines, clothes, Protective cleanup program is much more
gentle.
In summary the simple sense of functioning of the Eco Wet Clean ® system as follows;
While dry cleaning with water, water-soluble, we use environmentally friendly biological chemical
mixtures.At the same time, water is a good solvent stains literally and in textile products mineral
contained in water, if appropriate mixture of flesh and gives volume and vitality, eco extends the life of
the mixture is used.
System ecological mix at the same time and cleanup. When you make a normal machine wash is
detergent that you use, you can use a fabric softener next to it. Degrees and you have the ability to set
the return rate of the machine there is no too much. In the process of returning to the same machine,
silk linen and wash at the same time. In this system, the programs in such a way as to disrupt the
fabric.
The system, when a beautiful point provides a good economic value. The system has a 6-month
average seating process.
Within a short period of time, the amount of investments and operators can gain it back.
Related to the subject of feasibility are Eco Wet Clean ® by made in detail.

ECO WET CLEAN ® WITH A FRANCHISE
1. Continuous advertising as the brand from first sale increases in dry cleaning.
2. Selecting where to provide the highest gain and helps with reasonable experience in the rental
conditions.
3. The store decor is carried out by experienced architectural team.Participation Fund manages the
advertising budget and formed with advertising and promotions.
4. Does continuous control and increases the efficiency of the enterprise with support.
Training, both franchise have to field employees with performance increases.

CHAIN FRANCHISE
1. When you receive the Franchise, and a selected location becomes a branded business owner, get
an education and go on about your business, you better get started now.
2. If your customer comes the day you opened, brand. Where what you sell, how you will sell, based
on how you can win the most experience is transferred to you.
3. Training and control it takes without interruption, new elements are easily activated.
4. Always supported businesses with ads and campaigns.
5. leave the supply and Marketing Center, Business Operators, and focuses on the sale.

FRANCHISE FIELD DESIRED THINGS
1. stop at the beginning of the Work
2. obey the rules
3. tell your payments and does not compete with the system
4. know the boundaries of the Franchise System
5. Bad place job couldn't be done and needs to know whether to make money follow the business
Franchisor in the wrong place and investor, with the strict rules of brand protection, is the biggest
advantage of the franchise system.

THE RIGHT PLACE
1. it is very important that you take the busy place of stores. Pedestrian traffic is concentrated in
places, vehicle traffic is concentrated and allowed to stand on the street, the visitor is concentrated in
shopping centers is preferred.
2. the position and visibility of the store is very important. The customer's attention is signage and
display should appear in its entirety, should be noticed from a distance.
3. Store showcase, size, water and electricity supplies, ceiling height, sidewalk width, height of the
road, parking is convenient as possible must be physical conditions.
4. Criteria and are informed by the lower limits Eco Wet Clean ®.
5. Lease must be long term.
6. it's good enough for Every business around service job has the potential to a region is defined.

TRUE OPERATOR
1. Eco Wet Clean ® Manager, sales, profits and customer satisfaction should be certain to provide
features.Thus, both own and Eco Wet Clean ® 's expectations are met.
2. The owner has the appropriate skills and engages himself with business enterprises is more
successful than we should have, primarily in charge, it must be a priority.
3. Our clients, we offer special assistance to be remembered always, get used to it, if not, be used as
an income, they wait. The store also has paid special attention to the sale of products and service not
only chat,, is expected.
4. İnvestor, with customers must be customer-focused, business relationships, too.
5. There is no intermittent ability to add to the complaint from the staff.
6. to motivate Them, to use in promotional events, your busy pace run, efficiently manage his
business. He's also busy operating environment.
7. Management should be clear and ready to teach to learn. Eco Wet Clean ®, has developed
services, business and marketing methods of continuous training of personnel transfers operator.
8. the investment and current spending, Department store Operators to meet the material must have
the power.
9. Business normally provides for the owner, but the owner of an expense will also be needed.

INVESTMENT AND BUSINESS
1. The Franchise Agreement, with the signature of the investment.
2. is the area where it can be searched, whether the place after checking can also be done after the
franchise agreement.
3. Shop franchise entry fee is paid.
4. Place approved rental proceeds to the project and construction.
5. close the shop announcement with an opening around the campaign, initially will increase turnover,
accelerates the recognition. With the experience gained in the past eco Wet Clean ® redirects the
opening campaign, this makes all spending about franchise area.
6. purchase of goods than the business Eco Wet Clean ® for sure order and pre-pay. Order will be
delivered in the following weeks products business.
7. the main cost items, raw materials, Business for rent, staff, advertising and other expenses. To
remain within the limits of their ratio must be provided.
8. Eco Wet Clean ® franchise operation, low investment, high profitability with an easy run, which in a
very short period of time, is a very attractive business opportunity.
Franchise of the 21st century. century stands out as a business and marketing system. Owner of the
mark's strength and experience, combines with the effort of the capital and entrepreneurs. This system
protects the operator's independence but if it happens to you. Chain of being customer confidence, all
businesses an edge.

